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“Make it in Post”: Digital Visual Effects
and the Temporality of Creative Value
in Post-Production
Tara Lomax

INTRODUCTION
On account of its temporal categorisation, post-production is constituted by a
sense of “after-ness” that implies a deferment, marginalisation, and decentralisation of creative value in the screen production process. As Allain Daigle identifies, “The categorical language of ‘post’ remains an operating lineage of
creative control that operationalizes post-production productivity as a protocol
of efficiency rather than creative design” (2015, 173). This is a production
ideology of efficiency over creativity reflected in the proverbial production protocol “fix it in post.” This attitude is most associated with the development of
digital editing technologies that facilitate the ostensibly more efficient and economical correction of mishaps made during principal production; this infers
post-production is a stage of deferred labour that is more technical than creative in value. In this regard, “fix it in post” expresses creative value in temporal
terms, in which “after-ness” in the screen production process connotes technical activity of less creative value. The concept of creative value applied in this
chapter is concerned with industrial ideologies and terminological protocols
that tacitly maintain distinctions between creative and technical skillsets and
labour output across the production stages—that is, principal and postproduction respectively. I focus on the production protocol concerning effects
(FX)-focused terminology, in which special effects (SFX) refers to illusions
filmed on camera during principal production and visual effects (VFX) desig-
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nates images made on computer during post-production (Fink and Morie
2010, 1–2). As this chapter will explore, this terminological distinction between
SFX and VFX is more than convention, but also relates to how creativity is
practised and valued across the stages of production.
In employing the concept of creative value, I am drawing from a definition
of creativity as “the ability to come up with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising and valuable” (Boden 2004, 1). Following this definition, I consider
the value of creativity in post-production by approaching creativity not as
something that can be defined or measured but something that is—following
Vlad Petre Glăveanu’s typology of “creativity as a label”— something that is
“made to be by society” (2016, 7, original emphasis); in this case specifically,
creativity as is made to be by production culture. In this sense, I contend that
production culture and trade protocols shape the way creativity is valued in
temporal terms in screen production. This approach also springboards from
John Thornton Caldwell’s approach to the spatial dimensions of trade rituals
and turf marking in production culture, which considers “the material and
physical ways that space is organized and managed on a film/video shoot (on
location or on a soundstage)” and “how trade talk and trade iconography cultivate notions of space in conceptual and cultural terms” (2008, 69). Taking
this as a critical stimulus and point of departure, I consider the temporal dimension of such trade rituals and industrial ideologies in relation to the “after-ness”
of “post” and how this relates to the valuing of creative activity in production culture.
To this aim, this chapter draws upon Caldwell’s “integrated culturalindustrial mode of analysis” (2008, 4); this is a production studies critical
framework that examines how “the off-screen production of media is itself a
cultural production, mythologized and branded much like the onscreen textual
culture that media industries produce” (Mayer et al. 2009, 2). While this
approach looks beyond film and screen texts to examine cultural dynamics and
industrial ideologies in the screen industry, Caldwell states that it “still very
much fits within a critical film and media studies tradition” (2008, 5). To this
tradition, this chapter contributes a culturally aware and ideologically reflective
understanding of how the temporal “after-ness” of post-production, and specifically digital VFX, impacts on how creativity is valued in screen content. In
this regard, I argue that to reappraise post-production as a site of creative
“making” means to realise that creative value is temporally defined in the screen
production process.
While this chapter focuses on VFX, I acknowledge that post-production is
constituted by various audio-visual specialisations that contribute to screen production: editing; animation, VFX, and computer-generated imagery (CGI);
soundtrack recording; sound design, sound FX, Automated Dialogue
Replacement (or Additional Dialogue Recorded) (ADR), and Foley; colour grading; digital intermediate (DI) and video conversion; and release printing. Despite
being categorised as “post”-production, many of these specialisations can and do
occur during principal production and are also each privy to innovations in digital
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technology and computer software development. In reference to digital technologies in post-production, Dominic Case explains that “What was once a single
pathway now presents a wide range of alternative methods at every stage” (2001,
10). However, with the exception of a small number of digital workstations that
integrate image and sound editing, namely Avid, image and audio technologies
operate as separate workflow systems and thus “the post production ‘chain’ comprises a string of standalone systems” (Wyatt and Amyes 2005, 15). This division
between image and sound is not only an operating protocol of production technology but also extends into film analysis and criticism, which often ignores
sound and audio in its focus on the moving image. With this in mind, I am aware
that in focusing on VFX in this chapter I risk further centralising the visual image
and marginalising sound; however, I focus on VFX to delineate a constructive
scope for this chapter while also acknowledging the industrial structures and ideologies that specifically concern VFX. Daigle employs VFX with similar reflective
aims while also acknowledging that “visual effects are generally considered a secondary production process despite their increased use” (2015, 161). This subordination of VFX in production culture also productively reflects on the complex
dynamics impacting the value of creativity in post-production more broadly.

SPECIAL OR VISUAL? DEFINING EFFECTS ACROSS
THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
In The VES Handbook of Visual Effects: Industry Standard VFX Practices and
Procedures, Michael Fink and Jacquelyn Ford Morie provide clear definitions of
VFX and SFX that demonstrate the terminological and operational differences
between these techniques:
VFX:

SFX:

“Visual effects is the term used to describe any imagery created, altered,
or enhanced for a film or other moving media that cannot be accomplished during live-action shooting. In other words, much of the art of
visual effects takes place in post-production, after primary image capture is complete”. (Fink and Morie 2010, 2)
“Special effects are generally described as effects that can be done while
the scene is being captured and are commonly called practical effects.”
(Fink and Morie 2010, 2)

These definitions and the distinctions between these techniques are standard in the organisation of screen production and have been reinforced in
multiple VFX guides and reference texts, published at different points in the
historical development of digital technology (McAlister 1993; Goulekas 2001;
Finance and Zwerman 2010; Dinur 2017). The only exception to these definitions is that early in its development VFX was known as “special visual effects”
and defined in contrast to “practical effects” (McAlister 1993, 134). Stephen
Prince reinforces that
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the distinction between the terms is nontrivial; they designate different historical
periods. In one period, VFX were “special” because they were regarded as tricks
supplementing live-action cinematography set extensions … In today’s era, digital effects are not solely a post-production endeavor, and visual effects can blend
seamlessly with live action so that clear boundaries between the domains often do
not exist. (2012, 3)

Despite this shift, the continuing terminological distinction between SFX
and VFX encapsulates many of the primary protocols informing this chapter:
the temporal role of “after-ness” connoted by post-production, in which SFX
are “performed during photography on set in real time” (Finance and Zwerman
2010, 376); the mechanical-technological factor of distinguishing between
being staged for a camera or created using a computer; and the procedural
distinction between principal and post-production. This terminological distinction also implicates matters of accolades and crediting as the history of FX
in Hollywood reflects an ongoing struggle (or resistance) to identify and
acknowledge the creative value of such work. In this regard we can see the
persistent relevance of “technical” and “creative” typologies, since during early
classical Hollywood those who undertook FX work were occasionally credited
as “chief technician” or it was called “special photographic effects”; as FX-driven
work later grew, the category of “technicians” increasingly filled the end credits
(Kaufman 2018). Many of the accreditation concerns affecting VFX work has
been discussed in a piece by Debra Kaufman for the online trade magazine
VFX Voice, in which she reveals that
VFX doesn’t have a voice nor does it get sufficient respect for the artistry of its
contribution, which touches nearly every film and, in some, provides a majority
of the on-screen imagery. Many others in the VFX industry simply want to know
why their credits come so late in the end crawl, long after the last of the other
creative credits. (2018)

It is also curious to note the association here between the perception of
creative devaluing and locating VFX credits after the “creative credits.”
Similarly, Kaufman also notes how other independent artists have fought for
screen credits because “Credit on the screen kept them in the public eye and
increased their value. Among visual effects, however, credits for special effects
photography continued to be unreliable” (2018). Furthermore, this insufficiency of VFX credits and the lack of standardised terminology has developed
in tandem with the historical indeterminacy of FX accolades, particularly represented by the continually changing Academy Award categories related to FX
(Hayes 1986). R. M. Hayes outlines this history and reveals how FX categories
have shifted in typology from engineering, to scientific, to technical, but never
creative; moreover, in most years awards were simply given on the basis of
notable achievement and separated from the competitive artist categories
(Hayes 1986). As Christopher Cram recognises, “The shifting Academy Award
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categories reflect the gradual and somewhat confusing change in FX terminology over the history of film production” (2012, 169). However, more than
ingenuously reflecting this change in FX and screen production, matters of
crediting and accolades maintain and shape how creative value is attributed to VFX.
Perhaps unsurprisingly then, film and screen analysis scholarship has also
struggled to make distinctions between these terms and often conflates VFX
techniques with SFX, depending on the focus of a specific study; this is often
because, aside from a lack of attention to its nuances, there is an opaque blurring between these techniques at the aesthetic level. This means that when
analysing the completed screen content it is not always clear whether an effect
was captured during principal production and in front of a camera or created
in post-production using a computer; indeed, due to digital technology there
is often a confluence of these techniques used in the one completed shot
because, as Fink and Morie explain, “Special effects go hand in hand with visual
effects in current methodology, such that it is often difficult to determine what
was a special effect and what was a visual effect” (2010, 2). However, while this
may seem like a positive merging of stages and FX techniques, it also obscures
the complex industrial structures maintained across the production process.
This terminological distinction is important to understanding how these terms
reflect upon the broader industrial relations of post-production and its increasingly close, even integrated, relationship with principal production.

FIXING OR MAKING? CREATIVE VALUE IN POST-PRODUCTION
The distinction between the protocol of “fix it in post” and the alternative
“make it in post” draws attention to ways that the creative activity of production work is valued differently between principal and post-production. In this
regard, “to fix later” implies a deferral—or “after-ness”—that connotes a temporal othering; as such, the protocol “fix it in post” is often viewed pejoratively
because it locates labour outside the centralised “creative” stage of principal
production. Accordingly, this temporal categorisation of the screen production
process—and its implied hierarchy of creativity—thus privileges principal production as the stage of utmost creative value. This chapter is not concerned
with debates about the origin or authorship of ideation of creativity in postproduction or its systematic measurement: the question here is not whether or
not VFX and post-production can or should be measured as creative, but how
its creative potential is perceived and culturally valued (or not valued) as such.
Various approaches to researching creativity have incorporated questions of
cultural value, and often these discussions have been orientated around an
understanding of the role of value in defining what constitutes creativity
(Mason 2003; Negus and Pickering 2004; McIntyre 2012; Glăveanu 2016;
Gaut and Kieran 2018).
In one such work, Keith Negus and Michael Pickering note the broader
cultural implications of understanding creativity in an industrial context: “The
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qualifying term ‘creative’ operates as more than a descriptive category when
applied to industries. The use of the label creativity provides a means of according value, and establishing a cultural hierarchy” (2004, 48). For Daigle, this
cultural hierarchy and the designation of VFX as non-creative is directly connected with the industrial structures of studio control: “visual effects work is
not inherently non-creative in its visual arrangement, but the categorical infrastructure of the industry operationalize visual effects to function as non-creative
in order to sustain centralized models of profit and control” (2015, 172).
Therefore, the notion of “fixing it later” is more than a pejorative proverb of
production practice, but an expression of creative centralisation and hierarchy.
The connotations of “fixing” and “making” also emphasise the distinction
between “technical” and “creative” labour divisions in industrial budgetary
organisation. This division is more than temporally related to production
stages, but these value categories constitute the budgetary division of labour
between above the line (creative/artistic: director, producers, writers, actors,
cinematographer) and below the line (craft/technical: grips, camera operators,
editors, sound design, VFX). Below-the-line labour occurs at all stages of the
screen production process, but post-production and VFX is most predominantly associated with below the line; this establishes a further level of value
distinction between technical work and creative work, in which Daigle describes
post-production and VFX as “typically characterized as technical work that
extends out from a central creative power such as that of the writer or director”
(Daigle 2015, 162). Similarly, Matt Stahl reflects on this industrial typology of
labour in terms that realise the ingrained and ideological implications of this
hierarchal value structure:
Like those between “author” and “non-author,” distinctions between “creative”
and “technical” workers, and the different privileges that attach to those designations, appear durable and natural even though they too are the result of historical
struggle. They are sedimented in the institutions, organizational forms, and
worker self-understandings. (2009, 58)

Therefore, while perceptions of creative value are shaped and maintained by
trade protocols and the temporal distinctions in the production process, hierarchal value divisions are already implicated in the industrially normalised division of “technical” and “creative” labour value.
The distinction between “technical” and “creative” production labour is
also bound up with the implications of digital production, and thus the creative
value hierarchy between computational machines and human-created content.
Indeed, as Margaret A. Boden explains, there is a social and cultural scepticism
directed towards computation because creativity is valued as a fundamentally
human activity and expression (2004, 1). Moreover, Boden notes that what is
valued as creative with regards to computation is the human programmer’s
activity, not the computer technology itself (2004, 7); however, there is a paradox here with regard to digital VFX and post-production because industrial
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ideologies often ignore the human element of VFX work. As VFX artist Todd
Vaziri reveals, it is not widely understood or appreciated (whether consciously
or not) that “Visual effects are created by people, not computers” (2018). For
this reason, the alternative protocol “make it in post” acknowledges the potential for creative activity in digital production in order to critically reflect on the
value judgements directed at the artistic capacities of computational production, specifically digital VFX.

PRINCIPAL OR POST: WHEN DOES CREATIVITY END?
The sequential nature of process incidentally lends itself to the conditions and
hierarchal implications of temporality: in screen production this has traditionally led to a procedural logic of principal then post-production. As already
established in this chapter, implicated in this procedural process is the centralising of principal production as the most creative stage of screen production, as
a result of centralising structures, organisational budget typologies, and technological scepticism. In addition to terminological distinction, these trade protocols have influenced the production culture and ideologies that shape how
creativity is valued differently across production; in practice there has been a
decentralisation of creative potential across the production process. This is
exemplified by Fink and Morie who posit the rhetorical question “Where does
creativity end?” and follow with the explication: “All of the improvements and
progress in visual effects during the past 100+ years … have had one major
impact: They have opened creative options well into the post-production process, virtually until the last possible moment” (Fink and Morie 2010, 13).
Based on this statement, the rhetorical question might be more productively
amended to when does creativity end? As such, the point made by Fink and
Morie is effectively directed at the temporality of creative potential, more than
its spatiality. Cinematographer Newton Thomas Sigel reinforces this temporal
dimension when he says “[In post-production] you’re continuing the process
of cinematography … and you can have an impact almost as great as when you
did your original photography … [and] you can really reshoot your film in
post” (Kaufman 2003). Therefore, Sigel here articulates the temporal significance of “making it in post.” While so far in this chapter “fix it in post” has
been considered to be a marginalising protocol that maintains VFX as passive
work, Daigle suggests that that can also be re-mobilised to positively facilitate
communication across the movie-making processes: “while digital visual effects
present an ideal deferment of creative direction after the moment of production, the protocol of ‘fix it in post’ requires effective communication between
the communities of production and post-production” (2015, 163).
Therefore, while “fix it in post” can imply devaluing and temporal othering
of post-production, the protocol can be reclaimed as an “ideal deferment” that
activates dialogic relations among screen production stages. This is a perspective that is evidenced in the changing creative influence of the cinematographer, whose role in principal production has transformed with developments in
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digital production technologies. Cathy Greenhalgh identifies how, with digital
post-production and a blurring of the traditional workflow process, the cinematographer’s creative control has diminished and their creative presence is
now obscured (Greenhalgh 2017, 151). What is particularly notable about
Greenhalgh’s observation here is the overlapping of time, digital data, and
creative process:
While a film used to be made in a fairly standard pre-production, production,
post-production and distribution pattern, films now require large amounts of
data to be passed through several locations at different and overlapping times to
enable manifestation (possibly across several time zones as well). (2017, 151)

Comparably, these transformations in the creative control of the cinematographer work in productive dialogue with the evolving creative influence of the
VFX supervisor. As a VFX executive himself—currently Senior Vice President
of Visual Effects at Universal Pictures—Cram identifies the role of VFX in the
production process as operating in a “feedback loop” that blurs the creative
workflow between the production stages: “The role of visual effects has
expanded as a result of evolving technology. The rapidly increasing capabilities
of digital tools create what might be called a ‘feedback loop’ with production,
influencing decisions on what—and how—to shoot” (Cram 2012, 170).
Therefore, while in cultural and ideological terms the perception of creative
value is limited by trade protocols and industrial structures, in practical terms
there is an identifiable shift in when, where, and how the potential for creativity
occurs during the production process.
As already noted, one of the implicit objectives of this chapter is to counter
a critical shortcoming of film analysis as it relates to the creative value of VFX
and specialisations of post-production. It is thus worth acknowledging examples where other film studies scholars have also tried to address this issue. Prince
suggests that much of the limitation comes from the fact that film analysis traditionally confines its object of study and critical value to the photographic
elements that are captured during principal production—that is, mise-en-scène
analysis: “Cinema, according to a predominant model, is a photographic
medium oriented toward live action in which filmmakers arrange performers
and events before the camera during production” (2012, 2). This acknowledgement also draws attention to the theoretical valuing of creative expression
in close association with indexicality and photo-chemical recording of live
action in front of a camera during principal production. Notable media studies
scholar William Uricchio makes an explicit critique of this theoretical obsession: “In an era when the digital threatens to destabilize long cherished assumptions regarding the indexicality of the photographic image, our field has fixated
upon a particular constellation of protocols like a drowning man seizes flotsam” (2014, 267). It is compelling, therefore, just how close an association
there is between these critical shortcomings and how film analysis is perhaps
unwittingly over-oriented towards the creative value of principal production.
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MAKE IT IN POST: TEMPORALITY AND DIGITAL PRODUCTION
Considering the adjusted protocol “make it in post” accounts for the intersection of temporality and creative value in post-production. This challenges the
procedural delineation of creative value as something that occurs within a set
duration and recognises post-production as working in dialogic relationship
with principal production. Cinematographer Dante Spinotti considers “make it
in post” to be a more practical and productive attitude to the relationship
between principal and post-production because it expresses a discursive blurring of creativity across these stages of production; it also acknowledges the
impact of digital production technologies in the changing screen production process:
With the digital camera, you know what you’re going to get into when you get
into post. You don’t say, “We’ll fix it in post.” You say, “We make it in post and
fix it in the camera.” You know the potentials you have in post, so you work with
your camera so you can reach those potentials when you go into post-production.
(Kaufman 2009)

John Belton reinforces this shift in attitude towards the creative activities of
post-production—that is, the potential to “make” not simply “fix” creative
content in post-production—as he reflects on the creative capacities of the DI
process: “In the old days, filmmakers used to say they would ‘fix it in postproduction,’ [but] now with DI they tend to say they’ll ‘make it in post’”
(2012, 59). Similarly, Caldwell notes that because of DI, “What used to be a
purely postproduction process now has seeped not only into production but
into preproduction as well” (2008, 180). Therefore, in digital production,
post-production must be reappraised as a site of ongoing “making.”
It is for this reason that matters of technology are also significant to this
topic: while digital technology strives to expand the possibilities of production
and creative practice, it also incidentally disrupts the linear temporality of the
traditional production workflow and works against tacit industrial ideologies
and protocols. This is particularly relevant to digital VFX because, as Cram
states, “The scope and power of digital tools are making discussions about
visual effects fundamental to the filmmaking process” (2012, 170). In a similar
regard, Daigle explains, “what matters in the digital effects argument is who,
and under what conditions, enacts creative value through protocol” (2015,
163). VFX is thus a productive case study for examining how industrial ideologies and protocols resist the developments of digital technology to shape how
creativity is valued temporally between principal and post-production. This
contention responds to Daigle’s appeal for analysis that recognises the active
role of VFX in production cultures and industrial relations:
If we refrain from conceptualizing post-production as passive relations within a
text and instead recognize visual effects as genealogical expressions of industrial
practice, we can consider how visual effects are not naturally passive work despite
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their predominant consideration as such in film analysis and industrial organization. (2015, 162)

In focusing on the production culture concerning post-production and creative value, this chapter has taken heed of the shortfalls of film analysis and
criticism as it concerns VFX and post-production specialisations. Daigle also
makes note of this shortfall, stating that the operative impact of production
protocols and industrial ideologies is not only maintained by the cultures and
systems of the production industry, but even film and screen scholarship “rarely
account[s] for the creative control processes sustaining the invisible infrastructure of post-production” (2015, 162). It is for this reason that this chapter has
been concerned with film criticism and analysis as much as production protocols and ideologies; it has thus built on the work of Daigle to contribute a critical perspective on the creative value of VFX and post-production that can
inform film analysis as well as cultural studies of the screen production industry.

CONCLUSION
The connotations associated with the phrase “fix it in post” reflect a history of
production protocols and ideologies that marginalise and devalue the contribution of post-production in the creative appraisal of screen output; ultimately,
such attitudes towards post-production work to conventionalise its specialisations, like digital VFX, as technical work of correction and repair, in contrast to
the processes of creation and artistry that are perceived to occur during principal production. These industrial ideologies cling to production protocols and
terminologies—like the distinction between SFX and VFX terminology as
related to principal and post-production respectively—and maintain a temporal
dimension to creative valuing across the screen production process. In this
chapter, I have specifically considered how the temporal relationship between
principal and post-production—that is, the “after-ness” of “post”—connotes
an othering or deferment of production labour that shapes how creativity is
valued across the production process. In this regard, this chapter has considered how this devaluing of creative activity in post-production is an ideological
imperative driven by industrial protocols and works against the changes in
workflow process caused by digital technology.
VFX and post-production specialisations continue to be relegated to the
category of non-creative “technical” work by a sense of “after-ness” and temporal othering that is pejoratively maintained by the protocol “fix it in post”;
such notions persist even though, as VFX supervisor Dennis Berardi states,
“The days of just dealing with visual effects in post-production are long gone”
(quoted in Cram 2012, 186). Therefore, the temporal delineation of screen
production, and specifically post-production, is no longer defined by linear
process but, just as Eduardo Navas conceptualises, screen production is now “a
perpetual state of postproduction” where the ability to edit—or “fix”—is temporally integrated with the capacity to “make” content (2018, 2). VFX work
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makes significant creative contributions both during principal production and
beyond this point. Therefore, in this changing digital production process,
screen content is not just “fixed in post” but can also be “made in post.”
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